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Hello darlings 

It is day 123 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I'm wondering if you create space 

for silence in your life. 

When I was younger, I heard the following saying quite a lot around me – “Silence 

is golden, so shut up, and get rich.” I don’t know if it came from my teachers, 

parents or peers but sometimes I find myself repeating this to myself. 

This is especially when I’m reading things on social media! I often want to yell, you 

idiots SHUT UP! Don’t you know Silence is golden, so shut up and get rich!  

The fact is we live in a world filled with noise, and I’m not even talking about the 

cacophony going on in our heads. Don’t act all innocent darling, I KNOW about 

that voice or those voices, in your head! There seems to be no place, where there  

is utter silence. Even if you’re out in nature, you will often hear the drone of distant 

cars or the whine of airplane engines up above. 

We seem to have a real terror for silence. I often see that a comfortable silence is 

impossible when people are together. One or more need to fill the void with 

speech, or distract themselves with entertainment, TV, books, phone – the list goes 

on. 

When was last the time that you experienced silence that brought you peace? I 

know many people may meditate and this is a time for silence, but what about 

being silent for a longer period. 

I think that silence is one of the greatest gifts we can give ourselves. If we are able 

to be mentally, vocally, and emotionally silent it does wonders to centre our being 

and bring peace to the soul. Silence is less about doing and more about being. It is 

also not easy to practice or attain. 

In 2011, I suddenly felt called to attend a 10 day Vipassanā meditation in South 

Africa. I had previously learned about Vipassanā meditation by watching The 

Dhamma Brothers which is a documentary about how this meditation was 

introduced into a maximum security prison and through the practice, these 

hardened criminals transformed their lives.  

Vipassanā-meditation uses mindfulness and calm, developed through the 

practice of the mindfulness of breathing combined with the contemplation 

of impermanence as observed in the bodily and mental changes, to 

gain insight into the true nature of this reality. A Vipassanā retreat consists of 10 

days of sitting in absolute silence learning to meditate 17 hours a day without 

speaking to or interacting with another human being. 

Oh my god, does that sound like hell or what? Admittedly, this is not for everyone, 

well actually I will say it’s not for anyone because none of us are naturally inclined 

to remain still, in silence, focussing on one’s breath for 17 hours a day. 
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To be honest it was in equal measure hellish and enlightening. The monkey mind 

screams like a lunatic for the first three days and all emotional, mental, and 

spiritual pain is felt acutely in the body. However, after the first day I noticed a 

profound change within myself. I was becoming one with silence. As I became 

more still within myself, my awareness of self and the world around me expanded 

exponentially.  

One day I was sitting at a small pond 

enjoying the silence and I heard the 

wind moving above me on the hill 

before I felt its presence on my body. 

The hill was horse shoe in shape and 

along the ridge we beautiful poplar 

trees. As it was winter, these trees had 

lost most of their leaves, yet I could 

hear and sense the wind passing 

through their branches long before the 

wind descended into the valley to 

where I sat.  

I remember my amazement as I 

predicted the moment the wind would 

reach me and for the first time in my 

life, I understood the dance of the wind and how I too was the wind. I instantly 

realised that I would not have had that awareness if I had not been in silence. It 

was in the silence that I could expand into everything that was, is and will be. To 

be perfectly honest it was also a very painful time because I realised how much 

pain was in my body. Because we are spiritual beings having a human 

experience, everything we experience goes into our body. It has nowhere else to 

go. I realised how much I allow the noise of life and the madness in my own head 

to distract me from the peace found in silence and awareness. 

In the subsequent years, I have not achieved the level or sense of calm and 

peace as during those 10 days. This is because I am not living a secluded life of 

silence; however, I do know that should I choose to be silent for any period of time, 

I will attain absolute inner and outer peace. However, that is not my current 

choice. Instead, I try to bring as much silence into my day as I can. Occasionally I 

spend a day in silence, allowing no distractions or entertainments and this is a 

huge reset button for me.  

While I am not going to encourage you to follow my practice, I do want to 

encourage you today to make some time for silence in your day. Switch off 

everything and be still and silent within yourself. When busy thoughts rush in, set 

them aside, and be. This is one of the greatest gifts you can give yourself and it is 

fully within your control. Give it a go.  
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If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


